In this paper all rings R are associative with unit, and all modules are unitary left jβ-modules.
Before proceeding, we review some results from [2] . The Goldie torsion class is the smallest class of modules which is closed under taking factor modules, extensions, and arbitrary direct sums, and which contains all factor modules B/A, where A is an essential submodule of B. Then the class J?"= {Fe R Λ£ | Hom^G, F) = 0 for all Geg 7 } is a torsionfree class in the sense of [5] . Moreover, (g^, J^") is a torsion theory in the sense of [5] , & Π J^ -0, and every M e R^ has a (necessarily unique) maximal torsion submodule & (M) such that M/&(M) e JK ^ is precisely the class of iϋ-modules which have zero singular submodule; moreover, ^~ is closed under taking submodules, direct products, extensions, and injective envelopes. In particular, a left ideal I of R is in j^~ if and only if I has zero singular submodule when considered as a left i?-module. In case R is an integral domain, then & coincides with class of modules which are torsion in the usual sense.
Associated with & there is a filter of left ideals F(&) = {L I R/L e gf}. In [1] J. S. Alin shows L e JF(Sf) if and only if there exists U essential in R such that L g L' and (L: x) is essential in R for all x e U. In particular, every essential left ideal of R is in F (&) . As in [14] , F(&) is said to have a cofinal subset of finitely generated left ideals if, given L e F(Ss), there exists I §Ξ L such that / is finitely 448 MARK L. TEPLY generated and IeF(g?).
When we say a module G is "torsion," then we mean Ge^; when we say a module F is torsionfree, we mean F e ^.
An i2-module M will be called uniform if, for any pair L, N of nonzero submodules of M, L Π N Φ 0. A left ideal of R is called uniform if it is uniform as a left jR-module. 1* Products of Goldie torsion modules* In [9] J. P. Jans investigated classes of modules which are closed under submodules, homomorphic images, extensions, and direct products. Such classes are called torsion-torsionf ree classes (TTF classes). It is clear that the Goldie torsion class will be a TTF class if and only if & is closed under direct products. R. S. Pierce has pointed out ( [9] , Th. 2.1) that gf is closed under products if and only if I = f\ LeF{ίf) Le F(%?) . In that case I is a two-sided idempotent ideal of R. In studying the simple torsion class SΌf S. E. Dickson [5] It follows from the definition of I that J© K 2 /, and hence I = Jφ ίΓ.
(2) follows from (1) 
Since L e F(%?) was arbitrarily chosen, then S S ΠLSF^) L = I. Therefore K Γι I Φ 0.
Let J be a left ideal of R maximal with respect to J Π / = 0. By the previous paragraph J contains no left ideals in ^7 hence ^(J) is essential in /. Therefore Je^.
So the exact sequence It is known [2] that the following are equivalent: (1) R = 5f(R) + S (ring direct sum) where S is semisimple with minimum condition; (2) is closed under homomorphic images; and (3) the Goldie global dimension of R (see [2] ) is zero. Thus it is of interest to examine these rings in relation to the condition: ^ is closed under direct products. (1), and hence Ge5f. Therefore, G = 2f(i2).
Since R = G 0 / and since G and / are two-sided ideals, then R z=z G + I (ring direct sum.) (=>): If R = Sf (12) + S, where S is semisimple with minimum conditions, then [2] , Theorem 3.1. and the remark following [2] , Corollary 3.4, show 5^ is closed under direct products.
2* Direct sums of torsionfree injectives* The main theorem of this section points out the relationship between cofinal subsets of finitely generated left ideals in F(&) and properties of sums of torsionfree injective modules. This relationship is also studied in [13] . An example in [13] shows that, for more general torsion theories [5] than the Goldie theory, the analogue of Theorem 2.1 (1) => (5) is not always true. In [7] , Theorem 5.6, a ring with &(R) = 0 and the ascending chain condition is represented as an essential extension of a finite direct sum. Condition (3) 
(
4) R/^(R) = K where K is an essential extension of a direct sum of finitely many uniform torsionfree left ideals. ( 5 ) Any direct sum of torsionfree injective modules is injective.
REMARK. [13] , Theorem 1.2, gives eight additional conditions which are equivalent to (5) (above) for more general hereditary torsion theories in the sense of [1] , [9] , and [13] .
so (1) implies that there exists N^V with Ne F(&) and N finitely generated. Now each generator N has a nonzero representation in only finitely many coordinants of V = L φ (φ χ αe w L a ). Since N is finitely generated, it follows that there exists u g w such that I u I < Ko and
Hence \w\ = \ u \ < fc$o> establishing (2) . ( 2 ) =» ( 5 ): Consider the diagram:
where J is a left ideal of R and {F a } aew is a set of torsionf ree injective jβ-modules. Note that Φ(&(I)) 0. If / is an essential extension of 5^ (1), then / = %?(I) since ^ is closed under essential extensions; but then the zero map from R to 0Σ« ew^« makes (c) commute. If / is not an essential extension of 5^ (1), then by (2) there exists a finite direct sum 0 Σ?=i Rχ i contained in I maximal with respect to Sf (J) n (0 Σ?-i R%i) = 0. Then U = Sf (I) 0 (0 Σf =1 Rx t ) has the properties: I/Ue& and φ(U) is contained in a direct sum of finitely many F' a a (aew). So by the injectivity of the F^s (aew), there exists f:R-+ξBΣae w F a such that f\U= φ\U. Since (/ -φ)( U) = 0, there is an induced map flr: //?/->© Σ α6w F a via g(x + U) = (/ -^)(x). Since I/Ue%? and F a e^va, then 0 = 0, and hence f\I=φ. Hence / makes (c) commute, and thus φΣ^,^ is injective. ( 5 ) => (1): [13] , Theorem 1.5. (2)=> (3): By (2) let 0 Σ?=i A-be a maximal direct sum of torsionfree left ideals of R. From (2) (
1) F(&) has a cofinal subset of finitely generated left ideals. (2) R has no infinite direct sums of left ideals.
3. (^~PP) rings* From Theorem 2.1 we see that the condition, has a cofinal subset of finitely generated left ideals, is equivalent to R being an essential extension of the finite direct sum where each I/; is a uniform left ideal of R. It is a natural question to ask when R is actually equal to this direct sum. The condition that torsionfree principal left ideals are protective plays an interesting role as a sufficient condition for equality. The main purpose of this section is to examine this role and hence to obtain generalizations of some xesults of L. Levy [11] and A. Hattori [8] .
A ring R is called {^PP) if every torsionfree principal left ideal is protective. This is a generalization of Hattori's concept of (PP) ring [8] . There a ring is called (PP) if every principal left ideal is projective. It is easily seen that a ring R is (PP) if and only if R is (JTPP) and gf (Λ) = 0. (2)=> (1): This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1 (3) - (1) .
The next theorem is the main result of this section. Condition (ii) is immediate from Theorem 2.1 (3) . Looking at the projections of any torsionfree nilpotent left ideal into the R[s, we see that the images of these projections all must be nilpotent left ideals. Since each R { has a simple classical left quotient ring with minimum conditions, then it follows from [10] , Theorem (p. 268), that each image is zero. It follows that zero is the only nilpotent torsionfree left ideal.
( 2 ) => (1) (2), , S(m) be the distinct equivalence classes of {1,2, « ,w} under ~, and let R { = Σiesu) Λβ y . Using Goldie's Theorem ([10] , p. 268), the reader can verify that the R { have the required properties.
Note that "(^PP)" can be replaced by "finitely generated torsionfree left ideals are protective" or "torsionfree left ideals are protective" in the statement of Theorem 3.3, and the result remains true with only trivial modifications in the proof. In case R has a semisimple left classical quotient ring with minimum conditions, then &(R) = 0, R has no infinite direct sums of left ideals, and R has no nonzero nilpotent left ideals. Hence the following result of L. Levy ([11] , Th. 4.3) is a special case of Theorem 3.3. Since the concept of torsion defined by L. Levy [11] coincides with the Goldie torsion concept for rings possessing a semisimple left classical quotient ring with minimum conditions, the next corollary is a generalization of [11] , Theorem 6.1. Proof. Under these hypotheses R/5^(R) has a two-sided semisimple classical quotient ring with minimum conditions. Note that R/5f(R) also possesses a Goldie torsion theory, which coincides with Levy's torsion theory for R/^(R).
Let M be a finitely generated β-module. Let r e R be such that X(rn) = e. Then ne (0: rn) = (0: β), so that erw = ner + t = t for some £ 6 5f(R). So (1) Recall that R is (PP) if and only if R is (^PP) and gf (i2) = 0. Hence the following result of A. Hattori ([8] , Lemma 3) is a special case of Corollary 3.7. COROLLARY 
Let R be a commutative ring having no infinite direct sum of left ideals. Then R is a (PP) ring if and only if R is a direct sum of integral domains.
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